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Florence - cradle of Renaissance, world’s most influential
city for 250 years, but her famed geniuses fled, and she
floundered until tourist found her
Welcome and Introduction
•
•

Florence – Gems of Her Geniuses
Florence – The gems of her geniuses: Florence, the cradle of the
Renaissance, was world’s most influential city for 250 years. But her famed
geniuses fled, the world changed and she floundered until tourists
discovered her.
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Florence (Firenze)

One of most important cities in world – for
250 years (14th-16th centuries)
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Florence (Firenze)
One of most important cities in world – for 250 years (14th-16th centuries)
•

Capital of Tuscany and province of Florence

•

1.5 million population in metro area along River Arno

•

Famed for its history and importance in Middle Ages

•

Center of medieval trade and finance

•

One of wealthiest cities of its time

•

Birthplace of Renaissance – “Athens of Middle Ages”

•

A turbulent political history rule by Medici’s

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Florence
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Florence: "Jewel of the Renaissance"
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◼
◼
◼

◼
◼

Florence: "Jewel of the Renaissance“
World Heritage Site – a beautiful city
Lasting artistic, historic, and cultural heritage
Influenced music, architecture, education, cuisine, fashion,
philosophy, science, commerce and religion
Famous art collections - Pitti Palace and Uffizi
Hive of geniuses

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Florence
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Chronology of Florence & Renaissance
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼

500-1000: Dark Ages
1115: 1st city-state assembly
1293: Marco Polo returns
1235: Florin coin of Europe
1338: Great prosperity
1340s: Plague
1406: Pisa & sea access
1440: Printing press
1458: Cosimo de' Medici ruler
1492: Discovery of America
1494: Surrender to France
1498: Portugal reaches India

◼

◼
◼
◼

◼
◼
◼
◼

◼

1500: da Vinci, Michelangelo,
Raphael, Machiavelli, Vespucci
1517: Protestant Reformation
1600s: Scientific Revolution
1570: Cosimo I frees from
Pope and Holy Roman Empire
1743 : Ruled by Austria
1760: Industrial Revolution
1799-1814:Napoleon occupies
1865-1870: Capital of new
United Kingdom of Italy
1944(WW II):Bridges blown up
except Ponte Vecchio
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Italian Renaissance of 14th & 15th Centuries
◼
◼

◼
◼

◼
◼

After Rome fell, Dark Ages began
In context of Black Death - Church
lost popularity, survivors wealthier
and greater social mobility
By 1400s Florence blossomed
Transition from medieval to
modern
Broad effects on social life
Art evolved from religious to
secular
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Italian Renaissance of 14th & 15th Centuries
•

After Rome fell, Dark Ages began

•

By 1300s Florence blossomed

•

In context of Black Death - Church lost popularity, survivors wealthier and
greater social mobility

•

Transition from medieval to modern

•

Broad effects on social life

•

Art evolved from religious to secular
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Florence and the Renaissance
• David: Masterpiece
of Renaissance
sculpture by
Michelangelo
• Unveiled 1504 in
Florence
• Symbolized civil
liberties of Republic
of Florence
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Florence and the Renaissance
Realism of Michelangelo's David inspired Florence to tackle problems
Motivated by humanism - not necessarily anti-religion – but
emphasized using your talents
Renaissance was the foundation of the modern world
Florence – Much more than paintings and sculptors
Almost all writers and poets of Golden Age have Florentine
connections
Home of the Medici, one of history's most influential families
Reinvented money – the gold florin – the engine that elevated Europe
out of the Dark Ages
Financed industry all over Europe and the papacy
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Florence
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The Renaissance: What was “reborn”?

The Vitruvian
Man by
Leonardo da
Vinci (14511419) - the
ideal body
proportions
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The Renaissance: What was “reborn”?
•

Yes, art, but fundamentally the fount and spread new ideas

•

Resurgence of learning and educational reform

•

Focus on perfecting man in this not next world

•

Break from Feudalism - merchants and commerce

•

Anti-monarchical

•

Participation in governance, belief in liberty, and relative political freedom

•

Use of scientific method to view and explain natural phenomena

•

ttp://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.Renaissance
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Why Florence? Genius & Contingency
Genius: The Renaissance was … propelled forward by …
genius.”, Paul Johnson

Galileo

Michelangelo

Raphael

Da Vinci

Contingency
•
•
•
•
•

Social and civic peculiarities at the time
Republic political structure
Wealth and patronage of Medici’s
Migration of Greek scholars after 1453 fall of Constantinople
On coastal and pilgrimage paths to known world
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Why did Florence flower?
•

•

Genius: (The Renaissance was … propelled forward by number of individuals of
outstanding talent, in some cases amounting to genius.”, Paul Johnson, The
Renaissance, Dust Jacket, Modern Library, 2000)
•

Galileo (1564-1642) - Father of modern astronomy, physics - indeed
modern science

•

Leonardo da Vinci (1452 –1519) Polymath: “the Renaissance Man, ” painter
of Mona Lisa

•

Michelangelo (1475-1564 :Painter, sculptor, architect, poet, and engineer, di
the Pieta and Sistine Chapel, Vatican

•

Raphael (1483-1520): Perfect embodiment of the classical spirit of the High
Renaissance did Madonna with the Child and Young St. John

Contingency
•

Social and civic peculiarities at the time

•

Republic political structure

•

Wealth and patronage of Medici’s

•

Migration of Greek scholars and texts following fall of Constantinople to
Ottomans in 1453

•

On coastal and pilgrimage paths to known world
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House of Medici

• Wealthy Florence
banker and politician
of Medici dynasty
• De facto rulers of
Florence during
Renaissance
• Not an autocrat but
"first among equals"
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House of Medici
•

A political dynasty, banking family and royal house

•

Wealthiest family in Europe

•

Produced 4 Popes and ruled Tuscany until 1737

•

Rose to power via strategic marriages, partnerships, or employment

•

Although technically a democracy, Medici controlled Florence from behind
the scenes

•

Bankers to the pope, patron of the arts

•

Cosimo I – most outstanding person of 16th century
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/House_of_Medici
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The Dome by Brunelleschi (1377-1446)
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Filippo Brunelleschi (1377-1446) – The Dome
•

“The Duomo” - Santa Maria del Fiore Cathedral

•

4th largest church in Europe, 502 ft. long and 381 ft. high

•

Larger than domes of Capitol in Washington, St. Paul's in London, Pantheon
and St. Peters in Rome

•

Kept plans for dome secret and built strange contraptions to hoist bricks to
top of dome
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Lorenzo Ghiberti
(1378–1455), The
Gates of Paradise
doors to Baptistry
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Lorenzo Ghiberti (1378–1455), The Gates of Paradise doors to Baptistry
•

50 years laboring on Baptistry doors

•

10 panels of biblical story of Adam & Eve to Solomon

•

Naturalistic style, with perspective and idealization
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First Political Pundit and Spin
Doctor - Machiavelli (1469 –1527)

"It is better to
be feared than
loved, if you
cannot be
both."
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•

Medici's regained effective control and republic lapsed

•

Political realist vs. Plato and Aristotle’s political idealists

•

Acquire and keep political power may require brute force and deceit

•

We can “thank” Machiavelli for being the ancient inventor of modern
negative political ads

•

Founder of modern political science

•

Diplomat, philosopher, playwright, civil servant, and historian

•

Most famous for The Prince

•

•

A manual to acquiring and keeping political power

•

Emphasizes need for brute force and deceit

•

Shift to political realism vs. Plato and Aristotle’s political idealism

Catholic church proscribed The Prince
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The Florentine Amerigo Vespucci
gave his name to America
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•

The Florentine Amerigo Vespucci Gave his name to America( 1454–1512)
Gave his name to America

•

Florentine explorer, navigator and cartographer

•

Worked for Medici bank in Spain

•

Made at least 2 if not 4 Portuguese voyages to South America (1499-1502)

•

Proclaimed it was a New World:

•

Land much larger and different from Asia of Ptolemy or Marco Polo

•

Must be a previously unknown fourth continent
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Florence hurt by Black Death, unrest
and war in 14th and 15th century
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Florence hurt by Black Death, unrest and war in 14th and 15th century
•

Remained an important city for about 250 years but eventually began to
wane

•

In mid-14th century hit by Black Death, famine, and economic unrest
among textile workers - its largest industry

•

Both helped and hurt by wars with France, Milan, and Pisa
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Mona Lisa & Michelangelo left and
Industrial Revolution came in north

Mona Lisa in Louvre
Sistine Chapel
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Industrial Revolution tilted power northerly in 16th & 17th
•

Power and influence of the Medici's declined greatly

•

In Age of Discovery, economic power shifted northward as Atlantic trade
bypassed the Mediterranean

•

Industrial Revolution, especially the cotton industry, displaced textile
industry, backbone of Florence

•

Florence no longer on a crucial crusade and trade route

•

Financial capital shifting to London

•

Cultural capital shifting to Paris - Leonardo da Vinci was enticed along with
Mona Lisa to France

•

Artistic capital shifting to Rome -Michelangelo attracted to the Sistine Chapel
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Lost Medici’s and
occupied in 18th &
19th century
Napoleonic Empire at
greatest extent 1812

Joachim Murat, Napoleon’s
brother-in-law entering
Florence,1801
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Lost Medici’s and occupied in 18th & 19th century
•

In 18th century, Medici dynasty ended

•

Uffizi Gallery inherits Medici collection

•

Florence was ruled by Austria and then occupied by Napoleon

•

In 19th century, Italy was unified with Florence initially the capital but
soon moved to Rome
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WW II Destruction and Revival in
20th Century

Old Bridge spared in WW II
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Destruction and Revival in 20th Century
•

Rome and Milan were Italy’s powers

•

Suffered heavy damage in World War II

•

Nazis burned all but the “Old Bridge” and publicly murdered many
officials and freedom fighters

•

Yet, the incredible art treasures were saved and tourism became the
economic base

•

2 million visitors annually
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Leonardo da Vinci (1452 –1519)
“Renaissance Man”
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Leonardo da Vinci (1452 –1519) “Renaissance Man”
•

Polymath: painter, sculptor, architect, musician, scientist, engineer, inventor,
anatomist, geologist, cartographer, writer and opportunist*

•

“Unquenchable curiosity" and "feverishly inventive imagination”

•

Mona Lisa - most famous and parodied portrait

•

*Proposed a submarine to Venice then a bridge to their Ottoman enemies.
Crowley, City of Fortune.
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Florence – The Gems of her Geniuses:
Summary and Conclusions
◼

◼

◼

◼

◼
◼

Great city- led Renaissance and world’s most
important for 250 years
Gave birth to Renaissance flowered by geniuses and
facilitated by Medici's’ money & marriages
Lost power and prestige in Industrial Revolution as
Medici's faded
Paris became cultural center, London the financial
center and Rome the political capital
Today – a must see incredible collection of art
But, much, much more than art – architecture,
government, finance, banking, political science,
astronomy, exploration …
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Florence – The Gems of her Geniuses:
Summary and Conclusions
•

Great city- led the Renaissance and world’s most important for 250
years

•

Gave birth to Renaissance and tailgated on Medici's’ money &
marriages

•

Lost power and prestige in Industrial Revolution as Medici's faded Paris became cultural center, London the financial center and Rome
the political capital

•

Today – a must see incredible collection of art

•

But, much, much more than art – architecture, government, finance,
banking, political science, astronomy, exploration …
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Appendix of Supplemental Data
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Appendix of Supplemental Data

Industrial Revolution tilted power
northerly in 16th & 17th
◼
◼

◼

◼
◼
◼

◼

Power and influence of the Medici's declined greatly
In Age of Discovery, economic power shifted northward
as Atlantic trade bypassed the Mediterranean
Industrial Revolution, especially the cotton industry,
displaced textile industry, backbone of Florence
Florence no longer on a crucial crusade and trade route
Financial capital shifting to London
Cultural capital shifting to Paris - Leonardo da Vinci was
enticed along with Mona Lisa to France
Artistic capital shifting to Rome -Michelangelo attracted to
the Sistine Chapel
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Industrial Revolution tilted power northerly in 16th & 17th
•

Power and influence of the Medici's declined greatly

•

In Age of Discovery, economic power shifted northward as Atlantic trade
bypassed the Mediterranean

•

Industrial Revolution, especially the cotton industry, displaced textile
industry, backbone of Florence

•

Florence no longer on a crucial crusade and trade route

•

Financial capital shifting to London

•

Cultural capital shifting to Paris - Leonardo da Vinci was enticed along with
Mona Lisa to France

•

Artistic capital shifting to Rome -Michelangelo attracted to the Sistine Chapel
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Appendix of Supplemental Data

Famous Renaissance Florentines and
where showcased
Famous Florentines
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Leonardo da Vinci
Michelangelo
Raphael
Brunelleschi
Ghiberti
The Medici’s
Galileo
Machiavelli
Amerigo Vespucci

Where in Florence
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Uffizi Museum
Academy, Uffizi, Cathedral
Uffizi & Pitti
The Dome & San Lorenzo
The Baptistry & The Cathedral
Medici-Riccardi Palace
Galileo Museum
Home, now winery/luxury hotel
Uffizi
22
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Appendix of Supplemental Data

Leonardo da Vinci (1452 –1519)
◼

◼

◼

Polymath: painter, sculptor, architect, musician,
scientist, engineer, inventor, anatomist,
geologist, cartographer, botanist and writer*
Called “the Renaissance Man” of "unquenchable
curiosity" and "feverishly inventive imagination”
Mona Lisa - most famous and parodied portrait

Adoration of Magi at Uffizi
*He was also an opportunist. Proposed a submarine to Venice then a
bridge to their Ottoman arch enemies, according to Roger Crowley’s City of
Fortune. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leonardo_da_Vinci
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Appendix of Supplemental Data

Amerigo Vespucci (1454–1512)
◼
◼

◼
◼

◼

Gave his name to America
Florentine explorer, navigator and
cartographer
Worked for Medici bank in Spain
Made at least 2 if not 4 Portuguese
voyages to South America (1499-1502)
Proclaimed it was a New World:
◼ Land much larger and different from
Asia of Ptolemy or Marco Polo
◼ Must be a previously unknown fourth
continent
24
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Appendix of Supplemental Data

Michelangelo (1475-1564)
◼
◼
◼
◼

Renaissance man, along with da Vinci
Painter, sculptor, architect, poet, and engineer
Called "the divine one" by contemporaries
But, “his domestic habits were incredibly
squalid, and deprived posterity of any pupils
who might have followed him.“

Pieta, St. Peter's

Basilica, Vatican City

Sistine Chapel, Vatican, Rome

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Michelangelo
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Raphael (1483-1520)
◼

◼

◼

◼

Raphael, Michelangelo and da Vinci trinity of great masters of Renaissance
The School of Athens, Vatican
Celebrated for the perfection and
grace of his paintings and drawings
Called the perfect embodiment of the
classical spirit of the High Renaissance
The School of Athens – epitome of
Renaissance art
The Veiled Lady, Pitti

Self-portrait, Uffizi

Madonna with the Child and Young St. John, Pitti
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Galileo (1564-1642)
◼

◼

◼

◼

Father of modern astronomy, physics indeed modern science
Improved telescope and astronomical
observations, and support for
Copernicanism
Denounced by Catholic Church, forced to
recant, and put under house arrest
Collection (including his finger!) displayed
in the Galileo Museum near Uffizi
Galileo showing
Doge of Venice how
to use telescope

wikipedia.org/wiki/Galileo_Galilei
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